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CRITICISM AGAINST THE HIGH RATE OF DIVORCE IN NICHOLAS 

SPARKS’S THE LAST SONG (2009) NOVEL: A SOCIOLOGICAL 

PERSPECTIVE 

 

Abstrak 

Studi tentang gambaran perceraian di masyarakat dengan mengungkapkan 

masalah yang terkait. Melalui perspektif sosiologis, peneliti menganalisis efek, 

sebab dan penggambaran untuk menunjukkan alasan Nicholas Sparks ini 

penyampaian perceraian novel di The Last Song (2009). Penelitian ini merupakan 

penelitian kualitatif dan jenisnya adalah deskriptif kualitatif. Novel asli karya 

Nicholas Sparks ini The Last Song, edisi pertama AS yang diterbitkanpada 

1September 2009 oleh Grand Central Publishing menjadi objek material dari 

penelitian dengan keluarga perceraian sebagai objek formal. Sumber data utama 

adalah novel asli. Sumber data sekunder diambil dari tanggapan pembaca, 

website, kamus, jurnal, buku dan sumber-sumber lain yang terkait studi yang 

mendukung penelitian. Peneliti mendapat empat temuan sebagai berikut; pertama, 

ada enam penyebab perceraian. Kedua, ada sembilan efek perceraian. Ketiga, 

perceraian digambarkan melalui karakter, tempat dan acara novel. Kesimpulannya 

dari hasil yang diperoleh, didapatkan bahwa The Last Song (2009) menjadi 

kekuatan Sparks untuk mengkritik masyarakat terhadap resiko kasus tingkat tinggi 

perceraian. 

 

Kata Kunci: perceraian, Nicholas Sparks, perspektif sosiologis 

 

Abstract 

Study is about divorce overview on the society by revealing the issue related. 

Through sociological perspective, the researcher analyzes effect, cause and 

depiction to demonstrate Nicholas Sparks’s reason of his delivering divorce in 

The Last Song (2009) novel. This study is qualitative research and the type is 

descriptive qualitative. The real novel by Nicholas Sparks’s The Last Song, first 

U.S. edition published September 1 2009 by Grand Central Publishing becomes 

the material object of the study with family of divorce as the formal object. 

Primary data source is the real novel. The secondary data source is taken from 

reader response, website, dictionary, journal, book and other sources related the 

study which supports the research. The researcher gets four findings as follows; 

firstly, there are six causes of divorce. Secondly, there are 9 effects of divorce. 

Thirdly, divorce is depicted through the character, place and event of the novel. In 

conclusion from the results obtained, is gotten that The Last Song (2009) becomes 

Sparks’s power to criticize the society againts the high rate cases of divorce.  

 

Keywords: divorce, Nicholas Sparks, sociological perspective 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Divorce is generally referred as “the legal separation of spouses, effected 

by the judgment or decree of a court, either totally dissolving the marriage 
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relation or suspending its effects so far as concerns the cohabitation of the 

parties” (Solis & Gasteazoro, 1992: 112). During of divorce, the doer can 

wait to decide the separating or waiting to cohabite each other. Ethnic and 

Values (1999: 25) believe that “getting divorced, usually refers to the legal 

act of officially ending a marriage. Today, more than half of first time 

marriages in the United States end in divorce”. Hurly burly the phenomena of 

divorce is the commonplace thing in the society. Besides, the misery of 

divorce becomes the decree absolute exists that disregarded by the doer. 

Before conducting this study, there are three previous studies related to the 

research conducted by the researcher. The previous study has similarity 

related to the divorce issue and object, The Last Song (2009) novel by 

Nicholas Sparks.  

Firstly is “The Influence of Parents Divorce on the Child Personality 

Development in Nicholas Sparks’ The Last Song Novel (2009): A 

Developmental Psychology Approach” by Eny Setia Ningrum. By 

developmental psychology analysis, the research can be concluded that 

several relationship impact toward shaping of the personality and behavior 

Secondly is entitled “Ego Defense Mechanism Reflected in Nicholas 

Sparks’ The Last Song (2009): A Psychoanalytic Perspective” by Lathifah 

Zuraida. Based on the psychoanalytic perspective, it can be concluded that in 

this novel, the author illustrates a psychological phenomenon in which people 

justify the problem by doing some ego defense mechanism. Sparks focused 

on the major character as the individual who used defense mechanism to 

cover up her feeling as the way to solve her problem.  

Thirdly is research paper entitled “The Influence of The Absence of The 

Father Figure on Ronnie’s Behavior as Seen in Nicholas Sparks’ The Last 

Song” By Febe Olivia Yowandra Dita Sutanto. Febe conducts the study by 

revealing how Ronnie’s characteristics when there is a father’s figure and 

when she lost her father’s figure. Then, Febe also reveal how the 

characteristics of her father as the important figure for Ronnie. 

The different between this research paper and the study related are that 

this study intended to demonstrate four objective of the study as follows; 
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Firstly is to describe the causes of divorce on the character in The Last Song 

novel, secondly is describing the effects of divorce based on The Last Song 

novel, thirdly is analyzing the depiction of divorce in The Last Song novel 

and fourthly is to reveal why did Nicholas Sparks address divorce in The Last 

Song Novel. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

Type of the study is qualitative research. There are two objects of the 

study, the material object is the real novel by Nicholas Sparks’s The Last 

Song and the formal object is the family of divorce. Types of the data consist 

of primary data and secondary data. The primary data source is Nicholas 

Sparks’s The Last Song .The secondary data source is taken from reader 

response, website, dictionary, journal, book and other sources related the 

study which supports. For collecting data, the researcher uses six steps as 

follows: 1) Reading the original The Last Song novel, 2) Noting the important 

data 3) Divide the dialogues and quotes, 4) Arranging the data, 5) Make 

interpretation and 6) Conclusion. The data analysis technique is descriptive 

analysis techniques which intended to demonstrate the data that already 

collected improvise without intent to generalize from the result. 

 

3. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The researcher finds the research finding in analyzing The Last Song 

novel. Each finding has some evidences case that appears within the novel. It 

is analyzed based on the sociological perspective and the theory related. 

3.1 Findings 

3.1.1 The Causes of Divorce 

3.1.1.1 Growing apart 

Growing apart is showed clearly by Nicholas Sparks in story of 

The Last Song (2009) novel. Steve is the husband and Kim is the wife 

in the role plays. Before doing divorce, Steve goes to tour and leaves 

his family in such a long time. The condition without head of 

household in a long time leads the appearing of problem within a 
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family. Jordan states that there are serious danger disruptions that 

invite a discord if the spouse cannot deliver their sympathy and 

recognition directly each other. It is just found outside of the house. 

Spouse choose other person to serve an ear of their feeling. While, the 

couple is thirsty to hear a sweet sound like a praise (Jordan, 1910: 59).  

3.1.1.2 Not talking together  

Not talking together is the trigger of divorce experienced by 

Ronnie’s parent, Steve and Kim in the story of The Last Song (2009) 

novel. Steve goes to tour and leaves his family in forty weeks each 

year. It makes the low communication between Steve and Kim. Based 

on Fiels, the reasons of spouses do divorce are less communication, 

less commitment toward their household and the less ability to solve 

the problem within household (Field, 1976:1). It can be concluded that 

good communication is needed to discuss everything, not even mutual 

silence.  

3.1.1.3 Money Problem 

Money problem appears strongly in the story of The Last Song 

(2009) novel which delivered through figure Steve as husband and 

Kim as wife. Steve works as teacher in Julliard School. One day, Steve 

decides to stop working. Neither working nor giving private are not 

Steve's job anymore. Steve and Kim are in the bad financial. 

As far as she knew, he wasn’t working at all these days.  

He wasn’t even giving private lessons. (Sparks, 2009: 

40) 

Money is weapon to find the way of love. In the other side, 

money becomes vehicle to bring problem which can light the hatred of 

spouse each other. So, money can lead the spouses to do divorce 

(Felton Collins, 990:1). 

3.1.1.4 Infidelity 

Infidelity is demonstrated by figure Steve and Kim as cause of 

divorce within The Last Song. 

His first thought, when he saw her, was that the woman 

looked exactly like his wife. She was seated at a small 

table wedged against the wall, across from agray-haired 

man who appeared to be a few years older than her. She 

was dressed in a black skirt and a red silk blouse and 
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was running a finger over the rim of her wine glass. He 

captured all of that and did a quick double take. It 

actually was Kim, he realized, and she was dining with 

a man that he’d never seen before. (Sparks, 2009: 887-

888) 

 

According to Allen et al., (2005:101-130), infidelity is 

triggered by low communication, emotional, boredom and low contact 

between spouse marriage. Based on the novel, it shows through quotes 

and dialogues by figure Ronnie and her father, Steve. It describes how 

infidelity ruins their family.  

3.1.1.5 Egoist 

Egoist is one of divorce’s causes which appeared by Nicholas 

Sparks in The Last Song (2009) novel. It is depicted clearly through 

figure Steve as a husband of Kim as a wife. The story tells that Steve is 

ambitious of his passion and dream. He goes to tour for one city to 

another city. It makes Steve forget that he has wife and daughter who 

must be cared.  

3.1.2 Effect of Divorce  

3.1.2.1 Parental instability of The Parent  

Kim is the doer of divorce. After separation, she becomes 

single mother. She gets parental instability that make the difficulties to 

control her children. Divorce leaves effect. Based on Emery, the effect 

of divorce attacks the parents’ ability to discipline, control the 

condition, nurture, the emotional responsive, and provide a predictable 

routine of parent (1999:14).  

3.1.2.2 Regret of The Parent 

Regret appears strongly within The Last Song (2009) by 

Nicholas Spark. It experienced by figure Steve as husband and Kim as 

wife who do divorce. He has regret about doing divorce and leaving 

his family. 

3.1.2.3 Sadness, Angry and Hurt of the Children 

Ronnie is the children with parental divorce. She is sad, angry, 

hurt toward the family which is not good anymore because of her 

parent’s divorce. Based on Amato and Juliana (2001:917), sadness is 
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effect that accepted by the children with parent’s divorce experience. 

Sadness will follow the children with parental divorce upon the live. 

because the fact of divorce which atmosphere that enclose. 

3.1.2.4 Need More Love and Caring of the Children 

Need more love and caring appear in The Last Song (2009) 

novel experienced by figure Ronnie as the children with parental 

divorce. 

 

“In the silence that followed, she felt her mom gather 

her long hair and twist it into a loose ponytail on her 

back. Her mom had been doing that ever since Ronnie 

was a little girl. Strangely, she still found it 

comforting.” (Sparks, 2009: 19) 

 

Chavez (2010: 20) argues that, they sustain that these children 

need love and caring but they also need boundaries and 

responsibilities.  

3.1.2.5 Weaken Contact of the Children 

Weaken contact between children and parent is left by effect of 

parental divorce (Meneghan and Parcel, 1995:69-84). The conflict 

between husband and wife is impacting the relationship between the 

families. Relationships that were good are becoming weaker. Since her 

parent does divorce, Ronnie does not see her father for three years. It is 

such a long time for not meeting.  

3.1.2.6 Hating their Parents of the Children 

Hating the parent is showed by emotions and aggressive appear 

extremely in The Last Song(2009) novel experienced by figure Ronnie 

toward people around her. 

“I don’t want to see or talk to him,” Ronnie said. 

“Just try to make the best of it, okay? Your father 

is a good man and he loves you.” 

“Is that why he walked out on us?” Instead of 

answering, her mom glanced up into the rearview 

mirror. (Sparks, 2009: 34) 

 

Erath & Bierman (2006:217-226) argues that children with 

parental divorce have an aggressive behavior in undergo of the conflict 
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that is in the life. Emotions and aggressive appear extremely in The 

Last Song (2009) novel, experienced by figure Ronnie toward people 

around her. 

3.1.3 The Depiction of Divorce 

3.1.3.1 Create the character 

The different principle makes the opinion cannot be unite. This 

condition is   vehicle to bring the couple to do divorce. There is 

different principle to figure Steve as husband and Kim as wife. As a 

supporting, figure Steve and Kim also show the character each other 

that can trigger of divorce. 

3.1.3.2 Create the Suffer character 

Ronnie and Jonah are the children with parental divorce. Father 

is very important, but there is no father beside them. This is suffering 

of them. The decision of divorce makes Steve as father and Kim as 

mother separate each other. Steve chooses to move to his parent house 

in Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina. 

3.1.3.3 Create Dishonest Character 

Dishonest is cause of infidelity in the marriage. In The Last 

Song novel is told that Brian is the third person in the relationship 

marriage between Steve and Kim. This condition becomes the major 

one the divorce cause.  

3.1.3.4 Create the Setting 

First house, Steve and Kim is happy family who lives in New 

York. The problem leads them to do divorce and separate each other. 

Steve moves to Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina while Kim keeps 

living in New York with their children, Ronnie and Jonah. The house 

in New York is the first house of Steve. Many moments and memories 

in this house with his happy family. 

Second house, after doing divorce, Steve leaves his wife and 

his children and moves to Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina. It is the 

place of Steve’s parent house where little Steve lives with his father 

and mother. This house is the second house of Steve; it means that 
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house where he lives after divorce. Place where he lives alone without 

his wife and children. 

3.1.3.5 Create the Event 

Fight, in the story of The Last Song novel, divorce of Steve and 

Kim creates fight between their children and them. Figure Ronnie as 

the daughter who gets effect of divorce, shows the changing of 

character after her parent’s divorce to be bad attitude girl. Ronnie 

fights with her mother in her house in New York. In other side, Ronnie 

fights with father in her father’s house in Wrightsville Beach, North 

Carolina. 

Dishonesty, the depiction of divorce addressed Nicholas Spark 

in The Last Song novel creates dishonesty event in the family of Steve 

and Kim. Dishonesty and infidelity happen when Steve is in the other 

city in long time for a job. In the time of Steve’s coming back to New 

York from Albany, Steve looks his wife, Kim, is in the restaurant with 

the man who Steve does not know. Steve looks his wife is kissed and 

embraced by Brian. They look like a very romantic couple.  

Sending of letter, divorce leaves distance between the doers. 

In the story of The Last Song novel, after doing divorce Steve 

separates with his wife for those reason, it makes a difficult 

communication and weakness contact. Steve sends the letter to Ronnie 

as a long distance communication.  

Running Off, Ronnie is the children of parental divorce. 

Changing become a rebellion girl is flotation of Ronnie toward her 

parent’s decision to do divorce. As anger, Ronnie always goes to hang 

out with her friends and ignore night time. She shows that enjoy with 

her friends more interesting than her family. It appears the running off 

by Ronnie when she is invited to enjoy with her family. 

 

4 DISCUSSION 

After analyzing Nicholas Spark’s The Last Song (2009), the researcher 

will reveals the relation the issue of the novel toward society. Nicholas Sparks 
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is an American author who was born on December 31
th

 2016 in Omaha, 

Nebraska, America. North Carolina is place where he lives with his married 

woman Cathy Sparks and his 5 daughters. Nicholas Sparks is good grades in 

writing world. Over 105 million copies sold worldwide in over 50 languages, 

including over 75 million copies in the United State and all of his books are 

crowned be bestseller. 

Nicholas Sparks puts in divorce as critic the society by analyzing the high 

rate of divorce. Nowadays, phenomenon of divorce is like a disease of the 

society that leaves bad impacts toward people related. To goal his purpose for 

delivering the issue, Sparks makes a sample by one family, Steve’s family in 

The Last Song novel. He delivers the depiction of divorce through figure Steve 

as husband, Kim as Wife and Ronnie as the main character that gets effect of 

divorce. Ronnie is a sweet and a loyal daughter toward her parent. Because of 

divorce, Ronnie changes to be rebel and rude after her parent’s divorce.  

In the fact, Ronnie’s experience is one example of so many cases in the 

America. By carrying out divorce in The Last Song (2009) novel, Sparks want 

to show the bad effect of divorce. Through his novel, he wants to criticize the 

society of America. United States America is number ten the highest divorce 

in the world. Centers for Disease Control (CDC), National Center for Health 

Statistics (NCHS) shows the rate divorce case by table lists the number and 

rate of marriages and divorces in the United States of America from 1900 to 

2012. Noted that in 2005-2009, each year, there are more than 800.000 couple 

had separated. 

Based on the real life of the author, that it as an inspiration of Sparks to 

write The Last Song (2009) novel. Nicholas Spark is an American author who 

was born on December 31th 2016 in Omaha, Nebraska, America. Sparks 

married Cathy on July 22, 1989 while moved to New Bern, North Carolina. 

The place is where Steve lives with his married woman and his 5 daughters. In 

January 2015, Sparks announced that he and his wife had separated. 

It can be concluded that The Last Song (2009) novel is the power of 

Sparks to critic the society United States. It is the real picture of how divorce 

is to be a misery toward the doer and the people related. By giving quotes and 
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dialogues the within the novel, it make easier for the reader to understand 

clearly. 

After analyzing the character of Nicholas Spark’s The Last Song (2009), 

is gotten four conclusions. Firstly, based on theory of Hawkins et al., (2012:7) 

in Journal of Divorce and Remarriage, found five of nine the causes of divorce 

in The Last Song (2009) that addressed by Nicholas Sparks is appropriate as 

follows: 1) Growing apart, 2) Not talking together, 3) Money problem, 4) 

Infidelity, 5) Spouse working too much. Then the researcher finds one more 

cause of divorce that also appears in the novel, it is egoist. 

Secondly, based on Härkönen and Chavez (2013:16-22), effect of divorce 

consist of effect toward parent and children. The effect toward parents is 

parental instability. Then the researcher gets regret and over protective which 

depicted. Five of eight the effects toward children are appropriate in the novel. 

Those are as follows; 1)Sadness, angry and hurt, 2)Need more loving and 

caring, 3)Weaken contact, 4)Hating their parents, 5)Being disappointed of 

parents’ decisions and actions. And one more effect is found by the researcher, 

it is caring.  

Thirdly, phenomenon of divorce in The Last Song (2009) Nicholas Sparks 

creates 3 depictions. Firstly is creating the character, secondly is creating the 

setting and thirdly is creating the event. 

Fourthly, Nicholas Sparks addresses divorce as an issue of The Last Song 

novel. Based on sociological perspective analysis, The Last Song novel is the 

power of Nicholas Sparks to criticize againts the phenomenon high rate of 

divorce in The United States of America. Sparks carries divorce by unloading 

the paint and flaming as the effect of divorce. Nicholas Sparks tries to make 

realize that divorce leaves the misery toward people related. He want to 

deliver that do not ever try to ignore with whatever stage they were going 

through.  
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